Insights on Cost Estimation Methods and its Uses in Software Project Design
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Abstract- Cost estimation of software projects is risky task in project management field. It is a process of predicting the cost and effort required to develop a software applications. Several cost estimation models have been proposed over the last thirty to forty years. Many software companies track and analyse the current project by measuring the planned cost and estimate the accuracy. If the estimation is not proper then it leads to the failure of the project. One of the challenging tasks in project management is how to evaluate the different cost estimation and selecting the proper model for the current project. This paper summarizes the different cost estimation model and its techniques. It also provides the proper model selection for the different types of the projects.
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1. Introduction

With the advancement in the field of software development, Software cost estimation has become more critical. Software Cost estimation [1] is the process of evaluating the effort required in developing particular software [2]. Cost estimation is required for many reasons, a few of which are noted bellow:

1. The first and foremost requirement of cost estimation is that we can give a rough idea of how much capital investment will be required to successfully conclude the project.
2. It gives an idea of resources required in various development phase. For example our project deals with customers having less technical knowledge, in that case, we need more testing hence the cost of this phase will be comparatively higher.
3. We will be able to deal with the changing requirements and this will help us to either fulfil the requirement in the given budget or give a new estimation to the client.
4. The management of the project becomes easier, since we know what the end goal is and we have fair idea how to achieve the end goal utilizing the resources on hand.

5. The chances of failures decrease drastically if we have good estimate of the project since we allocate the resources accordingly.

Hence it becomes utmost important to estimate the cost of project. This estimation should be as accurate as possible as over estimation and underestimation of the cost also has adverse effects. It is very hard to estimate the correct cost of project. Numerous estimation methods are available and are used depending on the type of software being developed. All these methods are derived from certain basic models which are modified and refined over a period of time in order to get more accurate and reliable estimations. The paper focuses on these basic methods of cost estimation.

2. Estimation methods

Certain methods are proposed to predict the cost of software. These estimation methods can be broadly categorized as follows

1. Non Algorithms Methods
2. Algorithmic methods

The advantage and disadvantages of utilizing each method are covered below.

Non Algorithmic Methods
Non algorithmic methods need to historical data to estimate the cost of the software. This historical data is obtained from the similar projects carried out in past. The estimation is done using this data and keeping in mind other external factors which might affect the cost of project.

Historical estimation methods
As the name suggests these methods use historical data to predict the cost of the on-going project. The estimate is done on the basis of the documentation available from the previous similar projects. The estimation is done using the resources utilized in completing that project and also the time taken to complete the project having the resource in hand. Thus this becomes the simplest model to estimate the cost of the project. The main advantage of this method is its reliability. If the documentation or the source of the data is to the mark then this method gives a very accurate estimate.
models [10]. This model is always used in complementary to other methods. Therefore, this method will yield the most accurate estimation. Hence, a validated reliable data source has to be used for this method. Accuracy of the model also depends on which project’s data is used for estimation. The selected data should be coming from the project which is highly analogous to the project whose cost is to be estimated. This helps giving much more reliable estimation. One major disadvantage in using this model is that the data for all the projects will not be available. This might be due to improper documentation or changing requirements. The requirements of the project to be estimated can be completely new and historical data might not be available, in such case this model will not be able to give us a good estimation.

Expert’s Judgement
This model is used very frequently in industry. Industry veterans working in the same domain are concerned and estimation is made. This model purely depends on the experience of the expert dealing with similar projects in the past. The advantage of this model is that, the expert can clearly differentiate and point out the heterogeneity in the project on hand and the project dealt in past. Experts can clearly differentiate and point out the heterogeneity in the project on hand and the project dealt in past. Experts can also point out the areas in which the estimation might vary and also how to optimally allocate and utilize the resources. The problem faced here is that the experience is not quantifiable resulting in error of estimation. The expert can be biased too and because of this, the correct estimation might not be provided. There is no standard set for selecting an expert too. However if the right expert is chosen then, this model will yield most accurate estimation. Therefore, this model is always used in complementary to other models [10].

3. Delphi method
Delphi method can be considered as the refinement of expert’s judgement [5]. It deals with the standardization of the expert’s judgement model. There will be form shared to carry out this process. The form will have the questions about the parameters on which estimation is to be made. It is important to note that Delphi method is an iterative process, the steps involved are as follows:

i. Experts are briefed about the product and the parameters which are to be estimated. These parameters can be time, money, resources, technologies etc.
ii. Each expert will produce an individual review.
iii. The result of the questionnaire will be generated in such a way that it will show individual review of the expert and also the group review.
iv. The results are then discussed with the experts again.
v. The experts give an independent review again after discussion.
vi. The steps 3rd to 5th are repeated until we get an estimate which agreed upon by all the experts.

The main advantage of this method is that it reduces the biasness that was pertaining in expert’s judgement model. Experts are able to share their knowledge with each other.

During the discussion period, experts can reason among one another this will increase the accuracy of estimation. All the aspects related to the project will be brought out and this will lead to lesser deviation from the estimated cost. However, this process is time consuming. This is because it might take certain amount of time before all the experts agree on an estimated value of a certain parameter. The number of experts to be selected is also not defined and standardized. The estimation accuracy can be compromised due to the internal conflicts between the experts. The questionnaire which is to be prepared has to be clear and precise, so that the inputs derived from the questionnaire serve the desired purpose.

Bottom up approach
Bottom up approach of software cost estimation [3] deals with cost estimation of each component independently. For this model to give a reliable estimate it is necessary that our project has a clear higher level design. The exact number of components in the project must be clear. The main advantage of this model is that it makes the estimation very easy because of its simplicity. The disadvantage of this model is the collaboration between teams. The model also oversees the cost of integration and it takes lot of time because estimation process is run for each of the components. The model also is not viable for projects having a lot of components.

Price to Win Estimation
The main focus of this estimation is to meet the budget or price range given by the customer. Functionality of the software is not the first priority. The functionality is modified according to the price range. The advantage of this estimation method is that the customer is satisfied since the given budget is met. However the method will prove to be inefficient in case of changing requirements. The method also proves to be slow due to which the developer may suffer loss.

Top down Approach
Top down approach is opposite of bottom up approach. Here we assume or estimate the cost of entire project rather than estimating the cost of individual components. The estimation can be carried out at earlier stages and its lot faster as we avoid the individual details of each component. The estimation can be done with least amount of detail using historical data or algorithmic approach. However the disadvantage of using this model is that it misses lower level system complication which might incur in the project. The estimation is fast using this model and this model is well suited for system having less number of components. The cost of integration and other system level implementations are also covered in this model unlike bottom up approach [11].

Artificial Neural Network based estimation
Artificial neural networks are trained using historical data and then the prediction of the software cost is carried out. The prediction done using ANN’s [6] reduces the gap...
between the actual cost and estimated cost. Estimation provided using this method is reliable and it adds the power of reasoning in the estimation unlike that of estimation done using historical methods in which estimation is done only using historical data. Computational power required in this method is quite high. Large amounts of data are needed to train ANN’s. There is no particular procedure specified to design the ANN.

**Fuzzy Logic based estimation**

Fuzzy logic based estimation [7] also known as soft computing estimation is proposed to overcome difficulty in using the existing methods. Software development process is not particular and the parameters involved might not quantifiable. However such parameters might be necessary for correct estimation. Therefore, fuzzy logic based estimation methods provide an advantage as these methods were proposed to deal with problem statements whose mathematical model was not easy to create. The main advantage of this method is that we can express non quantifiable parameters or fuzzy parameters using this method and also no special training is required to utilize this method. However modelling complex systems becomes difficult using this method because of involvement of many fuzzy parameters.

**4. Algorithmic method**

The algorithmic method uses mathematical equations for cost estimation. The equations are based on the data available from the past and have various sources of inputs. These methods are widely researched and various popular model like cocomo model, Putnam model and function based model are developed using this models. The major advantage of this model is the ease of carrying out the estimation. Various parameters involved with the estimation are converted as input to the equations and estimation is carried out. The changed estimate can be calculated easily as the model already use quantifiable input parameters. The disadvantage of using this model is the lack of the actual developmental inputs necessary of any estimates. The quantification of the parameters is also not an easy task.

**COCOMO (Constructive Cost Model)**

Initially proposed by Boehm in 1981 COCOMO model became one of the widely used models soon after its release. It was a popular estimation model till 1987 after which the initial model proposed by Boehm in 1981 also commonly known as COCOMO’81 started facing trouble. This was due to the introduction of new development methodologies which promoted reusability; rapid development and usage of object oriented concepts in development. Hence COCOMO II was proposed which provided a solution to the new upcoming technologies and hence helped the software developers to give more and more reliable estimation. COCOMO II [3] deals with the newly software development analogies using three sub models. The equations used in the COCOMO model and their implementation are available making it much easier to utilize this model for cost estimation. The model is widely used throughout the industry. It deals with parameters like code size which is measured in KLOC [4] and also the personnel required completing the model and hence it is much related to the original development process. COCOMO is a regression model which was developed using 63 models. One of the drawbacks of using this model is that it is difficult to get estimate of the lines of codes required at earlier stages.

**Putnam model**

The estimation is based on the distribution of man power. The idea of which is obtained using previously conducted projects. The equation used in this model is as follows

$$S = E \times \text{Effort}^{1/3} \times t^{3/4}$$

Where

- $S$: Size of the software
- $E$: Effort
- $t$: Time required to deliver the fully working software

Effort= $D \times t$

$D$ is the manpower build up factor. The tool used for estimation of cost and manpower measurement is SLIM based on Putnam’s model. Advantage of using this method is that it focuses on two important parameters of software development which is time and size using which estimation is done on manpower and the effort required. However other aspects of software development are not considered.

**Function point Based analysis**

The estimation given by this method is based on functionality of the software. The model assumes the functionality based on logic, interfaces, input output points of software is independent of language coded or tools used; therefore estimation can be given at earlier stages. The estimation provided is better than SLOC. The estimation is more time consuming since it requires manual work. Developers who lack experience cannot predict the cost of the software at earlier stages.

**Software Estimation**

The software estimation or cost estimation deals with several factors like the cost of completing the project, time taken, human resources required etc. It is done with the models which are summarized above. The estimation process starts with the selection of the estimation method. This selection depends on various factors which are contributing to the software development and the project in consideration. Going through the advantages and disadvantages of the models which are described above, it is safe to say that accurate prediction might not be possible using a single model. The algorithmic models though providing a higher amount of flexibility cannot be trusted individually as they lack the practical experience. Similarly
the models like expert’s judgement and Delphi methods provide necessary practical exposure but can be time consuming and biased. It is recommended to use the models complementing each other and thus striving towards more precise estimations. The selection of the model is only half the issues. Execution or implementation of the model is of equal concern. In any software projects the requirements keep on changing [9]. It is essential to estimate the cost after change in even minute requirement. The estimation rather should be a continuous process which is spread across all the development phases which will yield a higher throughput as the resources utilized till now and the resources which are to further utilized are kept in mind. The estimation should be carried out with all the models selected earlier. The parameters which are to be estimated considered should be correctly defined thus giving a clearer idea to the personnel carrying out the estimation in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of Existing Techniques of cost estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost estimation models and their advantages and disadvantages</th>
<th>Function Point Based analysis[8]</th>
<th>Reliable estimate than SLOC</th>
<th>Not suitable for developers lacking experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Judgement [5]</td>
<td>Good practical exposure and all the precaution points are covered</td>
<td>Can be biased</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical Data</td>
<td>Estimation based on previous projects</td>
<td>The data might not be available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-Down</td>
<td>Faster to give implementation</td>
<td>Less precision compared to other method</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom-up</td>
<td>Estimation of each module and easy to implement</td>
<td>Certain higher level costs are ignored</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delphi</td>
<td>Unbiased opinion from various experts</td>
<td>Time consuming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price to Win Estimation</td>
<td>Highly satisfied customer</td>
<td>Tends to be slow and developer may suffer loss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Neural Network based estimation [6]</td>
<td>Reliable estimate than estimates based only on historical data</td>
<td>Requires tremendous amount of computational power and huge dataset</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy Logic based estimation [7]</td>
<td>Easier to express parameters which are not clear</td>
<td>Difficult to model complex systems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COCOMO</td>
<td>Simple to use</td>
<td>Lines of code estimation difficult at earlier stages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putnam Model</td>
<td>Time and size estimation is obtained</td>
<td>All developmental stages and aspects not covered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion
The cost estimation of software is an important process. It is carried out using various models which gives a rough estimation of the cost which will be incurred. The pros and cons of every model are discussed in the paper and using these inferences we can safely state that it is not possible to accurately specify the cost using any single model. However it is important to note that these models provides the necessary framework needed for estimation and the quality of the estimation can be improved using combination of models. The quality of estimation can be further improved by keeping certain small pointers such checking the validity of the data used, concerning with more than expert, conducting the reviews multiple times at different phases etc. These basic heuristics can improve the precision of estimation.
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